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I'm a poet.
The Goddess Of Colors

My mother is a goddess
she is a protector of beauty
And recreates the colors
Every morning
Before the sunlight shine from the edge of the highs
Boasting the golden yellow to her
She has lined up the wet dyed yarns
In her evergreen lovely yard
Like a colored miracle
The ruby red
A sign of love for the garden
Which boils in the bloody heart
Of a pomegranate
The azure blue
Like a generous mirror
Which reflected the sky in the ocean
And thousands of green, white, pink
Then she waves the warp and weft
To create the immortal patterns
In the name of a carpet
She ties the colors together
Flower by flower
And always leaves a part of herself
In the knots
When tides the yarns
With her wounded delicate fingers
Dropping blood
Sometimes she gets so engrossed in the lines
As I think
She is a part of the plot!
That playing a role of a goddess
In the middle of the carpet
Which is woven with her beautiful mind
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The Moon Vertex

the lovelorn sky
which enchanted by
the incantation of
a hex

maybe it was the bye
Picture of the sky
that my regretful eyes
will watch from
narthex

the full moon covert
behind the white events
glamouring
leave me
perplex

I saw your face tonight
in that slinky light
when the whites
release the moon
vertex

having the privilege
watching your charming face
is the grand heaven
That I
Couldn’t express!
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The Dream Of The River

Well besides the line
Of the old trees
A wandering runnel
flows toward beneath

clouds piled above
removed their fluff
because the shiny sun
decided to see

The roundness of her
Beauty, in the mirror
Of the clean water
That sings murmuring

But, the roar of stream
Just ruined her dream
She asked it to rest
For a little breath

The river explained
By a lucid claim
I'm always willing
To see your gleam

So be satisfied
To see my flow
Let me be your dream
As you are my dream
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